Global Fire Sensors and Detectors Market by Component, by Vertical and Geography – Analysis & Forecast to 2019

Description: The global fire sensors and detectors market is estimated to witness a CAGR of 10.8% during the forecast period, 2014 to 2019. Increase in the safety regulations by the governments in different regions across the globe, especially in the European and Asia-Pacific regions is contributing towards the growth of the global fire sensor and detector market. Fire sensor is a component which is designed to detect a flame or fire while as a fire detector is designed to detect and respond to a flame or fire. The responses to the detected flame depend on the system installed. The most common responses are sounding an alarm, deactivating the fuel line or activating the fire suppression system.

The fire sensors and detectors are already being implemented immensely in the field of manufacturing, oil & gas, and mining, and transportation & logistics, among others. In 2014, the global fire sensors and detectors market was dominated by the Bosch Security Systems, Tyco International Ltd., Halma plc, Honeywell, and United Technologies Corporation (UTC). Bosch Security Systems led the global fire sensor and detector market by introducing more innovative products in the market. The key companies operating in the global fire sensors and detectors market are focusing to expand their presence in the emerging markets of Asia, South America, Eastern Europe, and Africa. In order to have a long term sustainable hold in the global fire sensors and detectors market, these companies are adopting new facility expansions and R&D activities as their key business strategies.

Scope of the Report
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